
Kinetic Quilts with Linda Cooper 
Create your own one-of-a-kind two-sided mobile-like art quilts. For inspiration, check out the gallery at 

www.LindaCooperQuilts.com. 

Students have many choices regarding their fabric: the finished quilt size is limited by the width of your 

fusible and also by what you can fit under your machine to quilt. The trick is to think dimensionally. Find 

fabrics that play well with all the parts of the quilt and that show up when rotated. As you see in Linda’s 

web gallery, there are so many ways these quilts could go—a house with rotating windows, animals in 

the woods, family trees...  

Consider using elements for the inset mini-quilt(s) that you already have—such as pieced or appliquéd 

blocks, photos on fabric, 3-D objects, large objects from printed fabrics. Bring fabrics for both sides of 

the quilt and a binding fabric for the mini’s. A hint for the mini-binding, which will be cut on the bias for 

curves, is to find something where the print or color continues to the edge of the selvedge—then 

nothing needs to be turned under when the binding edges meet. 

Linda notes, “If you just want to go the easy route, bring fabrics for a front, back and binding and I’ll 

supply a sunprint for one side of the mini- and a piece of silk (you can machine quilt around the leaf-

print with the silk attached and cut away the excess silk.)” 

Supply List 

Registrants should bring the following to class: 

 Sewing machine in good working order. A free-motion capability is great, but you could quilt 

your piece in straight lines. It’s better not to bring a featherweight or a machine with a small 

harp. Timtex or peltex can be curved somewhat to sew it, but bends are permanent. 

 Sewing supplies for both hand and machine: thread, needles, etc. as well as sharp scissors and a 

rotary cutter and mat 

 Your choice of fabrics (see above) 

 Heavyweight fusible, stiff but able to be sewn: Peltex, Timtex. Linda has recently converted to 

using buckram for her kinetic quilts, and can provide guidance on what to choose. Please 

contact Linda at (703) 425-5965 or email her at cooperate@cox.net with any questions. 

Linda will supply the following for your use: 

 Various sizes of fishing lure swivels 

 Sunprints and silk, if desired 

 Cut bamboo that can be used for the hanging dowels, if desired. 


